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Lat!< Ml Collabomlion bos be"n studying SU(3) gauge theories with lmge numbers of 
fcrrnion flavors, NI. llcro, we report results of lattice simulations for SU(3) gauge theory 
with four fundnmcntnl for mions. Wo r.rst show rcrmion ma88 dependence of F',.., (ijq), 
M., Mp and chiral cxtropolulions of them, •howing tlw evidence of chiral 1iy111111ctry 
brcnklng. Then, WO show preliminary rc1rnlt of the 111cas11rcmcnt of the mn.'18 or the 
flavor-singlct sc11la.r bound stntc. 

Keywords: L1<ttice gnugc theory, Largo Ni QCD, Walking technicolor. 

1. Introduction 

As a part of the project of studying large NI QCD, the Latl<MI Collaboral,ion has 
been studying the SU(3) gauge theory with four fundamental fol'mious (four-fl1wor 
QCD). The main purpose of studying fo-.u·-fiavor QCD is t.o provide a qualitative 
comparison to Ni = 8, 12, 16 QCD; however, a quantitative comparison to real 
world QCD is also interesting. To make such comparisons more meaningful, it is 
desirable to usc the same kind of lattice action consistently, so that qualitative differ
ence of different theories are less affected by artifocts of lattice cliscretizotio11. Jlerc, 
we adopt the highly-improved staggered quark action with the tree-level Symonzik 
gauge action (IllSQ/tree), which is exacily the same as the seLup for our simula
tions for SU(3) gauge theories with N1 = 8, 12 and 16 fundamental fermions1-3. 
In the 11eJ1.-t section, we show the fermion mass dependence of F.,., {qq), Al.,,, Mp and 
chiral extrapolations of them. In section 3, preliminary result of the measurement 
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J."ig. J. The decay constant of the NG boson, F.,,, {left panel) and the chi ml condensation, (qq), 
(right panel) ns functions of m1 for Ni== 4, fJ = 3.7. Ou the right panel, only the largest volume 
data i.� plotted. The chiral condensate estimate::! by using the GMOR relation is also plotted in 
the right panel. All Lhe curves appea1fog in figures are obtained by fitting the quadratic function 
Lo the largest volume data. 

of the mass of the flavor-singlet scalar bound state will be reported. 

2. Chiral property and the vect01· meson mass 

For our study of four-flavor QCD, we generated gauge configurations for f3 = 3.7 
with three volumes, (L, T) = (12, 18), (16, 24), (20, 30), and four or five bare mass 
parameter, m/> in the range of 0.01::; m1 ::; 0.05 depending on the volume. 

lu Pig. 1, we show the decay constant of the Nambu Goldstone (NG) boson, Ji'.,., 
and the cbiral condensation, (qq), as functions of m1. Quadratic fits of F.,.. and (qq) 
show a non-zero value in the chiral limit, which can be considered as evidenr.c for 
four-flavor QCD being in the chirally broken phase. As a consistency check, we also 
calculated the chiral condensate by using the GMOR relation, which is shown in 
Lhe plot. of (qq). From lhe figure, we can see that the value of the chiral condensate 
obtained from the GMOR relation agree� with that of (qq) in the chiral limit. 

In the left panel of Fig. 2, we show the plot of the mass-squared (m;) of the 
NG boson obtained from our simulations as a function of m I. m; can be fitted well 
by a liner ansatz; if the quadratic term is allowed, its coefficient is small. This is 
consistent with predictions from chiral perturbation theory. 

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the mass of the vector meson, Mp, 
to F1f for various values of m1. The curve in the .figure is the quadratic fit to the 
data of the largest volume, from which we can sec the value of the ratio in the chiral 
limit being Mp/ F1f � 6. This value is very close to the ratio in the real-world QCD, 
775 MeV /130 MeV � 6. In this sense, though the number of light fermion Aavors is 
slightly larger than that in the real-world QCD, the two theories are very similar 
as far as the mass of the vector meson is concerned. 
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fo'ig. 2. Left: Mass-squared of the NG boson as a function of m1. Quacb·atic fit to the hugest 
volume data is also shown. Right: The ratio of the mass of the vector meson, Mp. to P,.. for 
various values of m1· Quadratic fit to the largcs; volume data is also shown. 
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Fig. 3. The effective mass plot of the flavor-smglet scalar for L = 20, T = 30, "'I = 0.01. 
The (black) square symbols represent effective mass calculnled from the full scular correlator, 
while (blue) triangle and (red) circle Hymbols represent those obtained from the connected and 
disconnected correlators, respectively. 

3. Flavor-singlet scala1· bound state 

The fla.vor-singleL scalar meson is very interesting object botlh in large N1 QCD and 
in real-world QCD. In Lhe former case, it could be rela.Led Lo Lhc 126 GeV Higgs 
boson discovered at the LHC, while for the latter case, iL is related Lo the u meson. 

We calculate the flavor-singlet scalar correlator to extract Lhe bound state mass by 
using the same teclmiqne we adopLed for N1 = 8 and 12 QCD. (See Refs. 4•6 for 
details.) The prelimina1·y effective mass plot L = 20, T = 30, mr = 0.01 is shown in 
Fig. 3. The plateau is observed in the disoonnected channel, and the mass extracted 
from it is about 0.3, which is heavier Lhan the pseudo NG boson (M.,, "' 0.2) in Lhe 
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same parameter. This is quite different from N1=8and12 QCD, in which it was 
shown that the mass of the flavor-singlet scalar bound state is comparable to or 

smalle1· than the pseudo NG boson�•5. 

4. Summary 

In t.his report, we showed our lattice simulation results for four-fiavor QCD, which 
was performed by using the HJSQ action wit.h the t.ree-level Symanzik gauge ac
tion. ft was shown that the theory is in the c hiral symmetry breaking phase, and 
the ratio of Mp to F"' in the chiJ:al limit is quite close to that of real-world QCD. 
Preliminary results for fla.vor-si.nglet bound state mass were also shown, and the 
qualitative difference between four-Havor QCD and (near-)conformal theories su c h 
as N1=8 and 12 QCD was pointed out. More detailed analysis with higher statis
tics and similar invcsligaHon in mult iple mass parameter would help t o understand 
the physical interpretal.ion of I.he result, which will be pursued in the future. 
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